TTS
laser safety for optical tables
The elements and modules of the Table-Top System TTS offer a safe and flexible laser protection solution for all conventional optical tables or breadboards with metric M6 pitch.

The barrier material M7P06, proven for the NIR range, is available in various standard sizes. It is tested and certified according to DIN EN 60825-4. Other sizes and materials, such as plastic laser protection windows, are available on request.

The laser protection system for optical tables (TTS) is based on the E25 Modular Barrier System from laservision, awarded with the German Design Award 2021 in the category "special".

**Basic System**
- Screwed posts for M6 holes in a 25 mm grid
- Magnetic posts freely placeable on magnetic tables
- Laser protection plates (M7P06) in different standard sizes
- Custom dimensions on request

**On-The-Table System**
- Easy and freely placeable
- Increased stability on magnetic table surface
- Laser safe hinge (FlexJoint) for any positioning angle
- Space-saving storage

**Foldable-Edge System**
- Foldable for easy access
- Modules in 2 standard sizes
- Magnetic lock
- Magnetic connection
- No tipping inwards